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 mediafire downloader ubuntu 14.04 ioria, sorry for such a dumb question, but what does the "use-ssh-agent" do? I've never
heard of it before. billh, sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get dist-upgrade cfhowlett, this should work now? billh, I would not

normally set up a system manually. usually go the easy way. cfhowlett, i am not sure what to type... !flavors | billh billh:
Recognized Ubuntu flavors build on Ubuntu and provide a different user experience out of the box. They are supported both in

#ubuntu and in their flavor channel. For a list, see cfhowlett, i am a bit of a newbie I am trying to configure ubuntu to be
compatible with the printer :S without fail I always get an error i have tried dozens of things to fix it, but to no avail :( !details |
billh billh: Please elaborate; your question or issue may not seem clear or detailed enough for people to help you. Please give

more detailed information, errors, steps, and possibly configuration files (use the!pastebin to avoid flooding the channel) ubottu:
ok You're welcome! But keep in mind I'm just a bot ;-) cfhowlett, I am using ubuntu 14.04.1 LTS The printer is a Brother

DCP-7065DN I can print fine through localhost I just need to send it to a network printer Ioria, the -S option for ssh-add seems
to be exactly what I want. (Permission denied (publickey).) This looks like a problem specific to my user account, which is not

what I want. Will running it as root or by a different user account fix the problem 82157476af
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